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Aggressive. Sporty. Sleek.  
The 2017 Honda Civic Hatchback. No matter 
where you go, you’ll always stand out.
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Welcome to your 2017/2018 Honda PromoZone  
Official Merchandise Collection. Browse through the 
catalogue for some new and exciting merchandise.  
Remember to visit the site for the full collection.  
https://hondaca.corpmerchandise.com 
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The entire nation is celebrating the 
150th anniversary of a great country. 
To help celebrate, we’ve designed 

some Honda Canada 150 promotional 
items to commemorate  

Canada’s big day!
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1. CANUCK PLUSH BEAR
200286864
Cuddly plush 11” bear with custom 
Honda logo tee and Canada 150 
logo on reverse.
MSRP: $19.00
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2. MEN’S ECO 1/4 ZIP ECO FLEECE
200286780
 A men’s set-in-sleeve, long sleeve quarter-zip thermal pullover 
made from recycled polyester; a more environmentally friendly 
alternative. Features tonal flatlock stitching along the arm-hole 
seams, sturdy double-needle construction at the hem and 
cuff. Made in Canada  
M-2XL
MSRP: $70.00

3. LADIES’ CANADA STREAMLINE 
TEE
200286742
Extra-soft fine gauge jersey tee 
composed of 50% organic cotton 
/ 50% recycled polyester with a 
feminine fit. Made in Canada 
S-XL
MSRP: $22.50

4. MEN’S CANADA RACE DAY 
HEATHERED TEE
200286741
Extra soft fine gauge jersey tee 
composed of 50% organic cotton / 
50% recycled polyester 
Made in Canada
M-2XL
MSRP: $22.50
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The Reawakening
The 2017 Honda CRV.  

Now playing on a road near you.
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5. LADIES’ COLOUR BLOCK SPORT POLO
200286754
100% polyester double-knit jersey. Additonal 
features include moisture wicking and breathable 
material, self-fabric collar contrast panel at sleeves 
and sides. Tagless. 
S-XL
MSRP: $28.00

6. MEN’S COLOUR BLOCK SPORT POLO
200286751
100% polyester double-knit jersey. Additonal 
features include moisture wicking and breathable 
material, self-fabric collar contrast panel at sleeves 
and sides. Tagless.
M-2XL
MSRP: $28.00

7. MEN’S COLOUR BLOCK POLO - GREY
200219212
100% polyester with moisture-wicking finish and 
snag resistance.
M-XL 
MSRP: $29.50

8. MEN’S SHADOW TEXTURED POLO
200250706
100% polyester with anti-snag, anti-bacterial 
and moisture-wicking properties.
M-2XL
MSRP: $30.00

9. MEN’S PERFORMANCE TRI-COLOUR POLO
200286777
Anti-snag and anti-bacterial, self collar, (5) FW 
buttons on placket, contrasting colour shoulder 
yoke and colour chest panel. Additional 
features include contrasting colour open 
sleeves, even hem,  inside flat seam - shoulder 
seam, arm holes, full sleeve and side seam, self 
taped side vents, a replacement button and all 
over double needle.
M-2XL
MSRP: $30.00

10. MEN’S PERFORMANCE POLO WITH 
CONTRAST YOKE
200286778
Anti-snag and anti-bacterial, self collar, 
contrasting colour under placket and 
colour stitching along shoulder yokes and 
contour panels. Additional features include 
contrasting colour full back yoke,  drop 
tail, inside flat seam - shoulder seam and 
armholes. 100% Polyester Piqué.
M-2XL
MSRP: $36.00
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11. LADIES’ BANFF INSULATED JACKET
200286782
Be prepared for all types of weather in style with this water-repellent insulated jacket.  
Additional features include a polyester taffeta body lining with brushed polyester 
tricot knit upper and insulation.  Easy grip zipper pull, reflective piping on lower 
pockets and an interior media exit port with cord guide.
S-XL
MSRP: $93.00

12. MEN’S BANFF INSULATED JACKET
200286781
Be prepared for all types of weather in style with this water-repellent insulated jacket.  
Additional features include a polyester taffeta body lining with brushed polyester 
tricot knit upper and insulation.  Easy grip zipper pull, reflective piping on lower 
pockets and an interior media exit port with cord guide.
M-2XL
MSRP: $93.00
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LADIES’ & MEN’S CLIMATE KNIT JACKET
13. LADIES’ 200274468
14. MEN’S 200274466
100% polyester textured knit with brushed tricot 
lining. Features an interior media exit port with 
cord guide, a dropped back hem, thumb exits in the 
sleeve cuffs and eye-catching contrast zippers and 
stitching.
Ladies’ S-XL - feminine fit
Men’s M-2XL
MSRP: $69.00
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15. MEN’S POWER PERFORMANCE JACKET 
200219217
100% polyester jersey bonded with 100% polyester 
mesh. Contrasting red stitching on sleeve and back 
panels. Extended sport hem.
M-XL
MSRP: $60.00

16. LADIES’ POWER PERFORMANCE JACKET 
200250711
100% polyester jersey bonded with 100% polyester 
mesh. Contrasting red stitching on sleeve and back 
panels. Extended sport hem and a feminine fit. 
S-XL
MSRP: $60.00

17. CLASSIC CANADIAN HOODY
200250708
50% recycled polyester/50% cotton with a french 
terry fleece on the inside. 
Made in Canada. 
M-2XL
MSRP: $52.50

18. MEN’S SEGMENT PERFORMANCE JACKET
200250722
100% breathable polyester. Water-resistant fabric. 
Right chest pocket, open sleeve cuffs and zippered 
hip pockets. 
M-2XL
MSRP: $77.50
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19. HONDA TREAD TEE
200286739
100% cotton ringspun tee with custom 
silkscreened graphic on chest and sleeve.
M-XL  MSRP: $12.00
2XL  MSRP: $14.00

21. MEN’S AND LADIES’ BASEBALL TEE
Men’s 200250555  M-2XL
Ladies’ 200250556  S-XL
50% organic cotton/50% recycled polyester. Made in Canada
MSRP: $27.00

20. MEN’S PIT CREW TEE
200286743
Fine gauge jersey tee composed of 65% polyester and 35% cotton.
M-2XL
MSRP: $21.00
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22. LADIES’ VINTAGE POCKETED TEE
200250551
50% organic cotton/50% recycled 
polyester with a feminine fit.
Made in Canada
S-XL
MSRP: $24.00

23. MEN’S VINTAGE POCKETED TEE
200250554
50% organic cotton/50% recycled 
polyester. Made in Canada
M-2XL
MSRP: $24.00

24. SHOP FLOOR TEE
200219197
100% cotton.
M-2XL
MSRP: $11.50

25. HFP TEE
200219202
100% cotton.
M-2XL
MSRP: $11.50
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26. STRUCTURED CHINO TWILL MESH CAP
200283667
100% cotton with adjustable Velcro® closure.
MSRP: $8.00

30. PERFORMANCE HOUNDSTOOTH CAP
200286786
6 section cap, 2 panel pro-stitch, matching 
adjustable self back strap and tab Velcro® 
closure. Made of polyester.
MSRP: $14.00

31. STRUCTURED TWILL AND PRO MESH CAP
200283668
Cotton cap with adjustable self back strap closure.
MSRP: $10.00

28. DELUXE CHINO TWILL CAP
200286784
Buckram laminated front panels with pro-stitch, 
pre-curved peak with 8 rows of stitching and plastic 
adjustable back strap.
MSRP: $11.00

32. STRUCTURED TWILL CAP WITH MESH PEAK 
OVERLAY
200283669
100% cotton with mesh overlay on peak and 
adjustable self back strap.
MSRP: $10.00

27. TREAD PERFORMANCE CAP
200244559
100% polyester cap with Velcro® closure and 
laser patterned effected on bill.
MSRP: $10.50

29. STRUCTURED TWILL & MESH CAP
200286785
6 section cap, pre-curved peak and matching plastic 
back straps. 50% Cotton / 50% Polyester.
MSRP: $12.00
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34. RACE PRO CAP 
200196793
100% cotton twill black cap with competition mesh. 
Hook and loop back closure.
MSRP: $14.00

37. PERFORMANCE CAP
200196796
95% polyester/5% cotton. Structured cap is moisture 
wicking and UV protected. Adjustable self back strap 
with Velcro® closure.
MSRP: $14.50

33. LADIES’ COTTON CHINO TWILL CAP
200244560
100% cotton chino cap with self-cloth premium 
sweatband and self-cloth tuck-in back strap with 
slip-through buckle.
MSRP: $10.00

36. TONE-ON-TONE CAP
200196770
50% cotton/50% polyester twill.  Adjustable 
self back strap. Mesh on side and back panels.
MSRP: $14.50

35. CARBON FIBER CAP
200219221
100% polyester performance with carbon peak inserts, 
structured front, adjustable Velcro® closure.
MSRP: $14.50

38. CHEVRON COTTON TWILL CAP
200244555
100% cotton cap as a matching adjustable self back 
strap with hidden Velcro® closure.
MSRP: $10.00

39. WEEKENDER JERSEY CAP
200215181
100% cotton with structured crown and 
adjustable strap.
MSRP: $12.00
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There’s nothing 
mini about it.
The Odyssey’s versatile 
interior is perfect for your 
unpredictable and adventurous 
lifestyle.
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40. MATRIX COOLER BAG
200286787
Front zippered pocket, side mesh water bottle pocket and bottle 
opener attached to bag. Additonal features include zippered U-shaped 
opening to main compartment, PEVA heat sealed lining, adjustable 
shoulder strap and top grab handles and heat sealed interior. PVC free.
MSRP: $25.00

42. COLLAPSIBLE PARTY COOLER
200286789
From road trips to picnics, this cooler is a must-have for any gathering.  
Collapsible for easy storage when not in use, cooler features top 
grasp handles and slash top pocket, retractable metal bottle opener 
attached to bag and heat sealed interior.  28 can capacity with 
removable floor board.
MSRP: $32.50

41. SPARTAN SPORTS DUFFLE
200286792
Top grab handles, U-shaped opening, insulated water bottle pocket and 
meal or snack pocket. Additional features include front zippered pocket, 
locker loop for ease and convenience and an adjustable shoulder strap 
with pad.
MSRP: $24.00

43. OVERSIZED CARRY-ALL TOTE
200219271
Large open main compartment. Features wire rim that gives bag shape and 
sturdiness. 14” handle drop height.
Size: 12”h x 9”w x 20.5”l
MSRP: $17.00
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44. WATERPROOF DRY BAG
200286790
Made of polyester with PVC backing and roll top 
closure with clip for snapping onto belts or other 
bags. Floats if dropped in the water. Perfect for 
keeping your contents dry and safe. Spot clean/
air dry.
MSRP: $10.00

45. ADVENTURER BACKPACK
200286811
Large zippered main compartment which can hold 
up to a 17” laptop. Bungee detail with reflective 
accents on front panel for extra storage and 
security. Side mesh pocket. Padded and adjustable 
shoulder straps. Top grab carry handle.
MSRP: $20.00
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Drinkware to go.
Whether work or play, quench 
your thirst with some new 
Honda drinkware.

46. RUBBER WRAP DOUBLE WALL 
TUMBLER
200286821
Double wall construction for insulation of 
hot or cold liquids and spill-resistant rotating 
thumb-slide lid. Fits most automobile drink 
holders, meets FDA requirements and BPA 
Free. Hand wash recommended. 16 oz.
MSRP: $11.00
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47. ARCTIC 3-IN-1 INSULATED TUMBLER
200286813
This tumbler with its dual wall construction, copper 
lining and a vacuum insulated deep draw liner will 
maintain optimal drinking temperatures.  Sweat-free 
design includes see-through screw on lid and a twist 
top rubberized ring to hold a standard 12 oz. can or 
bottle.
MSRP: $22.50

48. DAYTON DOUBLE WALL TUMBLER
200286814
16 oz double wall tumbler with black PVC tire grip 
and patented screw on spill proof “S” lid. Top rack 
dishwasher safe.
MSRP: $23.00

49. GRADIENT STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
200286815
Single-wall Stainless.  Flip-top lid with push-button 
and lock design.  Waterproof.  Wide opening for easy 
cleaning and ice cube insertion.  Easy Carry handle.  
BPA free. 30oz.
MSRP: $11.50

50. QUENCH TRITAN SPORTS BOTTLE
200286820
Durable Tritan™ material, impact and shatter 
resistant, screw-on, spill-resistant lid, proposition 
65 compliant, easy carry handle and BPA free. Hand 
wash recommended. 21 oz.
MSRP: $9.50

51. SYNERGY GLASS SPORTS BOTTLE
200286818
Made of high borosilicate glass with silicone sleeve, 
wide mouth opening, screw on, spill-resistant lid and 
easy carry handle. Meets FDA requirements and BPA 
free. Do not microwave. Hand wash recommended. 
24 oz.
MSRP: $22.00

52. MARITIME TRITAN SPORTS BOTTLE
200286819
Single-wall construction. Twist-on lid.  
Hand wash only. 21 oz.
MSRP: $7.00
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53. COPPER VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE 
17 OZ
200274441
Double-walled, stainless steel with vacuum 
insulation. Inner wall is plated with copper for 
ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot for up 
to 12 hours and cold for up to 48 hours. Hand 
wash is recommended.
MSRP: $18.00

54. CARBON FIBER STYLE TUMBLER 16 OZ
200196860
Stainless steel lid with plastic thumb-slide 
closure. Double-walled with rubberized skid-
proof bottom. Hand wash is recommended.
MSRP: $16.50

55. CLASSIC TUMBLER SET 17 OZ (2 PACK)
200219231
Stainless steel, double-walled vacuum 
insulation. Includes a leak-proof screw-on lid 
with a visual open/close push button locking 
closure. Hand wash is recommended.
MSRP: $20.50

56. CONTIGO® GUNMETAL TRAVEL 
TUMBLER 20 OZ
200197710
Leak-proof lid. Double-walled, vacuum-
insulated, stainless steel keeps beverages 
hot for 6 hours or cold for 12 hours. Fits most 
single-serve brewers. 
Hand wash is recommended.
MSRP: $23.00

57. MODERN VACUUM TUMBLER 16 OZ
200219225
Stainless steel, double-walled insulation.  
Includes a leak-proof screw-on lid with a visual 
open/close push button locking closure.
Hand wash is recommended.
MSRP: $20.50

58. BELLAGIO COPPER VACUUM FLASK  
32 OZ
200274443
Double-walled, stainless steel with vacuum 
insulation.  Impressive design with the mirror 
polished neck combined with a matte finish 
body.  Inner wall is plated with copper for 
ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot for up 
to 12 hours and cold for up to 48 hours.
MSRP: $27.00

59. HAPPY TRAVEL TUMBLER 16 OZ
200250780
Double-wall plastic construction with colour-
flap on lid which locks into place when in open 
or closed position. Twist on lid.
Hand wash is recommended.
MSRP: $9.00

60. CHARGE CERAMIC MUG 13.5 OZ
200250771
Ceramic mug with glossy two-tone finish and 
D-shaped comfort handle. Dishwasher safe.
MSRP: $5.00

61. CAMPER MUG 16 OZ
200250773
Enamel-finish mug. Hand wash is 
recommended.
MSRP: $10.50

62. TEA TIME MUG SET 15 OZ
200274445
This large capacity mug comes complete with 
a micro mesh stainless steel strainer for loose 
tea and a lid that functions as a saucer when it’s 
time to enjoy your tea.
MSRP: $16.00
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Promote your dealership  
Looking to promote your dealership? 

Staples can provide you with any merchandise with your dealer logo and information.   
Contact Lisa Le at 289-695-8229 or email lisa.le@staples.com

for more information.
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63. HEFT KEY RING
200250843
Nickel-plated split key ring and clasp. 
UltraHyde and chrome-plated body.
Size: 0.188”h x 1.375”w x 2.438”l
MSRP: $5.00

64. CHROME KEY RING
200155608
Metal key ring with center plate. 
Size: .5”w x 2”l
MSRP: $5.00

65. DELUXE METAL KEY CHAIN
200286822
Silver plated deluxe metal key chain with 2D 
design on one side with enamel paint colour.
MSRP: $5.00

66. HONDA KEY RING 
200196833
Custom nickel with shiny silver and black 
gloss finish. Size: 1 3/8”w x 1.1”l
MSRP: $5.00

67. MIRRORED KEY TAG
200286823
Silver mirrored key tag with red accent trims.
MSRP: $2.50
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Items for your Honda event  
Are you holding a special Honda event? Need to order Honda event merchandise?    

Contact Lisa Le to source your specific products:
289-695-8229 or email lisa.le@staples.com
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Country-born, city-driven.
The Ridgeline reimagined 
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Passion for Hockey
Be part of the hockey excitement...  
get into NHL Honda hockey gear.
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68. 3 PIECE BBQ APRON SET
200286836
The all in one BBQ Kit Includes an apron, spatula, 
fork, tongs, oven mitt, and a salt & pepper shaker. 
These are the essentials to have a successful BBQ. 
Adjustable back and neck strap allow the apron to be 
adjusted for a comfortable day in front of the grill. 
MSRP: $32.00

69. FOLDING CHAIR WITH CARRY BAG
200286825
Durable 600 Denier Nylon. Plastic base to avoid 
scratching of surfaces. Mesh drink holder on arm rest. 
Maximum capacity 250 lbs. Carry bag with handle.
MSRP: $27.00

70. ROLL-UP STOWAWAY BLANKET
200286833
This 48” x 53” Roll-up Fleece Blanket easily folds 
within itself with Velcro® closure. Carry handle and 
compact folded size makes it easy to take with you on 
the go. Front 4.5” pocket is perfect for storing mobile 
devices or any other picnic necessities.
MSRP: $11.50

71. CARABINER FLASHLIGHT
200286838
Extra bright LED lights, magnet on backside, slide 
switch to change from flashlight to flexi-light, detach 
coloured side down to use as flexi-light and to open 
carabiner. Attaches to backpack and belt loop. Button 
Cell Batteries Included.  
MSRP: $5.00

72. CANADIAN RACE DAY FLEECE BLANKET
200286835
Extra soft fleece throw - 50% polyester / 50% cotton. 
Made in Canada
MSRP: $36.50

73. RALLY STOW-AWAY BLANKET
200274460
Soft fleece blanket. Includes black pouch. Blanket 
size: 47”W x 59”L.
MSRP: $19.00
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74. ROADSIDE SAFETY LIGHT
200286839
Aluminum constructed roadside safety light, push button action yields 
6 LEDs for spotlight, 8 LEDs for perimeter lighting or 8 red flashing LED 
lights for emergencies.  Magnetic bottom provides adhesion to car and 
other metal surfaces. Includes D ring to be able to hang for storage 
when not in use. Includes 3AAA batteries.  
MSRP: $24.00

75. ROADSTER GIFT SET
200274456
Four-piece set includes auto case, flashlight, tire gauge and Colonnade 
Twist. Contoured design case holds all gift set components. Flashlight 
includes 2 AAA batteries. Tire gauge measures up to 50 psi. Includes 
1-piece protective box.
MSRP: $16.00

76. FAMILY FIRST AID KIT
200274458
This clamshell design with full zipper opening and outer slash pocket, 
has an interior full zippered mesh pocket on one side, and a single and 
double flap pocket on the other. Fits easily into a standard glove box.  
Kit includes: cold compress, emergency blanket (size: 60” x 82”),  
5.5” paramed scissors, abdominal pad (5” x 9”), triangular bandage 
(37” x 37”), 2 gauze rolls (2” x 5 yards), adhesive tape (0.5” x 2.5 yards), 
plastic forceps, oval eye pad, 2 packs of gauze pads 4” x 4”(2 pads 
per pack), 4 vinyl gloves (2 pairs), island dressing (2” x 3”), 3 knuckle 
bandages, 4 non- adherent pads (2” x 3”), 2 alcohol prep pads, 2 iodine 
prep pads, 6 BZK towelettes, 30 adhesive strips (0.75” x 3”), 4 butterfly 
closures, first aid instruction card. 
MSRP: $25.00

77. 30 PIECE TOOL SET
200286840
Tool Box Set includes 10pc bits set with holder: Phillips PH0, PH1, PH2, 
Slotted 4MM, 5MM, 6MM; and Torx T10, T15, T20. Includes adapter. 5pc 
sockets: 6MM, 7MM, 8MM, 9MM, 10MM. 4pc Screwdrivers. Box cutter. 
Measuring tape (25ft.) 7pc Hex sockets: 1.5MM, 2MM, 2.5MM, 3MM, 
4MM, 5MM, 6MM. Tweezers. Includes storage case.
MSRP: $17.00
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78. 62” AUTO OPEN VENTED GOLF UMBRELLA
200286857
This stick umbrella opens with just the touch of a 
button. Featuring an extra-large canopy to keep you 
dry while its fiberglass shaft and ribs keep you safe. 
Canopy opens to a 60” arc. 
MSRP: $34.50

79. GOLF UMBRELLA
200155495
64” polyester umbrella with a fibreglass shaft. Plastic 
top and metal tips, soft PVC black grip handle. 
Manual open with Velcro® tie closure, wind proof.
MSRP: $16.00
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80. GOLF UTILITY BRUSH
200286858
Take care of your clubs after every use with the two-
sided brushes. Metal bristles and nylon bristles that 
easily aid in ridding dirt and grass from your irons, 
different brushes to accommodate all club and gear 
materials. Built-in stainless steel groove cleaner 
has a protective cap that makes it easy to store. 
Retractable carabiner is an added bonus for quick 
access and ease of carry.
MSRP: $15.00 

81. SHUTTER SUNGLASSES 
200250846
Classic folding eyewear. UV400 protective lenses.  
MSRP: $4.50

82. PITCHFIX HAT CLIP
200286859
The Pitchfix Hat Clip is made from strong, thin and 
lightweight titaniumized (anti-scratch & antirust) 
stainless steel.The topside is rubberized for a soft 
feel. 
MSRP: $12.00

83. 2.5LB. TERRY GOLF TOWEL
200286860
2.5 lb./doz. Terry velour, dobby hemmed midweight 
golf towel. Includes corner grommet and hook.
MSRP: $8.00

84. TAYLORMADE AEROBURNER PRO GOLF 
BALLS (DOZEN PER PACK)
200286125
Designed to blend speed, distance, and control, 
each golf ball features an IOTHANE® cover designed 
with a computer molded 342 HIGH-LIFT, LOW 
DRAG dimple pattern for superior performance 
and flight. The Spin Mantle® inner layer increases 
spin, control and feel. A high-energy REACT core 
equips TaylorMade® AeroBurner Pro Golf Balls with 
unrivaled distance.
MSRP: $42.00Special Orders call 1-888-303-3993  |  Full collection at  https://hondaca.corpmerchandise.com 35
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85. TIMEX EXPEDITION SCOUT ANALOGUE
200277590
This well-crafted Quartz analog watch gives 
you twelve or twenty-four hour time settings, 
date and a distinct arrow second hand. 
Everything you need and nothing you don’t. 
Includes QuickDate feature, INDIGLO® light-
up watch dial, leather buckle clasp, grey brass 
matte case. Water resistant to 50 meters.
MSRP: $85.00 

86. FLASH BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
200274449
Portable Bluetooth® speaker with internal 
rechargeable battery which provides playback 
time up to 4 hours. Red light displays when 
the speaker is being charged and will turn off 
when the charging is complete. Speaker can 
be synced by Bluetooth® and Micro-USB to 
3.5 mm audio cable. Audio and charging cable 
included.
MSRP: $25.00

87. DYNAMO STEREO HEADPHONES
200274446
Adjustable lightweight headband with over-
ear cushioned ear pads to block external 
noise. Listen at lower levels when background 
noise is hushed. No batteries needed. 
MSRP: $16.00
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88. UL LISTED SLIM METAL POWER BANK
200286862
3000 mAH Lithium polymer grade 
A non-recycled battery
Features a usb output and micro usb input (cord 
included)
Output: 5 Volts/1 Amp
Charges most phones, mp3 players and more!
Requires your phone’s charging cord to charge 
your device
MSRP: $20.00

89. UL LISTED ROUND METAL POWER BANK
200286861
2200 mAh Lithium ion grade a non-recycled 
battery
Features a usb output and mirco usb input (cord 
included)
Output: 5 volts/0.8 Amp
Charges most phones, mp3 players and more!
Requires your phone’s charging cord to charge 
your device
MSRP: $13.00

90. WIRELESS EARBUDS IN CASE
200286863
Featuring Bluetooth® 3.0 Wireless 
technology and built-in microphone with 
volume control
Press +/- buttons to advance through 
selections and hold down to change volume
Compact case is great for pocket, purse or 
travel bag
Charging cord included
Pair with your smart phone to receive hands 
free calls
Music play time: 2.5 Hours, talk time: 1.5 
Hours, charge time: 1.5 Hours
MSRP: $15.00 
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91. BRODIE THE BEAR
200250900
Cuddly, plush 8 1/2” bear wearing a Honda tee. 
MSRP: $14.00

92. MAURY THE MOOSE
200250904
A Cuddly 6” Moose in a can!  You ‘moose’ take 
me home with you! Canned in Canada. This 
item is available in English only.
MSRP: $14.00
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93. GLIDE 9” FLYING SAUCER
200250897
9” diameter.
Made in Canada
MSRP: $2.50

94. FLASH BALLPOINT PEN - PKG OF 20
200286866
Plastic matte push-action pen with chrome 
tip red accents  Honda logo printed on 
barrel. 
MSRP: $19.00

95. BIC CLIC STICK PEN - PKG OF 20
200286867
The most popular retractable pen features 
a plastic barrel and a break-resistant 
pocket clip.  Honda logo printed on barrel.
MSRP: $13.00

96. MICROMINTS TIN (PACK OF 10)
200250912
The rectangular shaped tin opens to 2 oz. 
(56 g) of refreshing sugar-free MicroMints. 
The tin is recyclable and shrink wrapped for 
your safety. Non melt product. Peppermint 
will be provided unless specified otherwise. 
Dimensions: 3 3/4” x 2 3/8” x 3/4”.
MSRP: $33.00

97. CAR BAG DISPENSER
200286865
Convenient car accessory providing  
12 disposable, plastic waste bags.  
Includes back clip to attach to sun visor  
or side compartment.
MSRP: $3.00
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Items featured are available only at authorized Honda Dealers. All illustrations and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest product information available at the time of 
publication. Honda Canada reserves the right to make any changes at any time, without notice, in colours, materials, specifications and pricing. Any variation in colours shown are due to the 

reproduction variations in the printing process. For information about these products, visit your authorized Honda Dealer.

Staples Promotional Products 2017. Printed on recycled paper.

Looking for something custom? 
Contact your dedicated Honda Service Team today!

1-888-303-3993 or honda.ca@Staples.com


